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1 Introduction
The LocaSafe VA20 Base Station is designed by Locatechs B.V. as a part of the second‐generation
LocaSafe proximity warning system. It is designed to improve workplace safety by reducing the risk of
human‐vehicle and vehicle-vehicle collisions.
The Base Station is multi‐functional. This manual describes the example of where the Base Station is
installed on a vehicle, e.g., a forklift.

2 System Description
2.1 Appearance

Figure 1 Exterior Elements/Dimension

① Power indicator

② 5‐Pin M12 male connector for power

③ 5‐Pin M12 female connector for alarm LED or extension modules

2.2 Working principle
The Base Station uses the 6.5GHz Ultra‐Wideband (UWB) radio wave to measure the distance between
itself and LocaSafe safety tags (worn by personnel) or other base stations, with an accuracy of ±20cm.
When the distance is reduced to a pre‐set unsafe limit, the Base Station will switch on a warning light to
warn the driver of a possible collision with another vehicle or person wearing a LocaSafe safety tag.
Alarm events are recorded by the base station. If the data service is enabled, the data will be uploaded
via Wi‐Fi (or optionally GPRS) to LocaVMS cloud so that the alarm events can be analyzed.

2.3 Features



Up to 30m and 360° collision risk detection
Perfect for blind intersections – Line‐of‐sight not required
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3x configurable alarm levels for different use cases
Connect to LocaVMS cloud service via Wi‐Fi
Configurable via Bluetooth
Easy to install and maintain

2.4 Standard Accessories




12V digital LED alarm module with 2‐meter cable x1
2‐meter power supply cable x1
Mounting set x1

2.5 System Specification

Item

Description

Outline
Product name

VA20

Usable Detection Range

30m

Tracking Accuracy

±20 cm

Tacking Capacity

Power Supply

20 Tags per second
In: 1x M12 5‐pin male connector
Out: 1x M12 5‐pin Female connector
12 ~ 24V

Output

12 ~ 24V (same as the input power)

Interface

UWB
Protocols

802.15.4a

Working Frequency

6.5 GHz (Channel 5)

Physical Rate

6.8 Mbps

Output Power (25°C)

‐41.3 dBm/MHz

Channel Frequency Width

500 MHz

Bluetooth 4.2
Protocols

Bluetooth v4.2 BR/EDR and BLE specification

Working Frequency

2.4 ~ 2.481 GHz

Physical Rate

1 Mbps

Output Power (25°C)

4 dBm

Wi‐Fi
Protocols

802.11 b/g/n

Working Frequency

2.4 ~ 2.5 GHz

Physical Rate

802.11n up to 150 Mbps

Output Power (25°C)

20 dBm

Physical Information
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Housing material

PVC

IP Rating

Humidity

IP65
Working: ‐10°C ~ 60°C
Storage: ‐20°C ~ 70°C
5 – 95% (no condensation)

Dimensions

75x110x90 mm

Operation Temperature
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3 System Installation
3.1 Base Station
The Base Station should be installed on top of a vehicle, preferably on the middle line. Figure 2 shows
the approximate mounting position of the Base Station on a forklift. A 12V DC power source should be
used to power up the base station.

3.2 LED Alarm Module
One 12V digital LED alarm module is included in the package. Its mounting position on a vehicle should
be appropriately chosen so that the driver is able to notice the warning light, but their vision will not be
impaired by it. Figure 2 shows an example installation position.

Figure 2 Recommended Mounting Positions for the Base Station and LED alarm module

3.3 Cable Connections
The base station has one 5‐Pin M12 male connector for power supply and one 5‐pin M12 female
connector for the digital LED alarm or extension modules. Always use the cables provided by Locatechs
to ensure the correct operation of the base station. The cable connections are illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Base Station Connections

3.4 Set Alarm Distance
By default, the Base Station works with three alarm levels: near, middle and far. The trigger distance for
each of the levels and their corresponding alarm signal can be adjusted via the LocaSafe App.
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4 Usage
4.1 Power On
The Base Station has no power switch. It is powered on when its power source is activated (vehicle is
being operated). When powered on, the Base Station will first execute a self‐diagnostic test. Depending
on the test result, the following visual indications will be given:




All OK:
o
o
Error:
o
o

On‐board power status indicator is green
The LED lightbox flashes a “Red‐Blue” sequence once
On‐board power status indicator is red
the LED lightbox flashes a “Red‐Blue” sequence three consecutive times

4.2 Alarm Trigger and Clear Operations
The alarm is triggered based on the distance between the Base Station and a Safety Tag. Figure 4 to
Figure 7 illustrate the alarm in different situations under the default alarm signal setting:





Near Range: flashing red signal
Middle Range: static red signal
Far Range: static blue signal
Idle: no alarm/signal

Figure 4 No Alarm.
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Figure 5 Far Range Alarm.

Figure 6 Middle Range Alarm.
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Figure 7 Near Range Alarm.

When multiple LocaSafe wearers are located in different alarm zones, the alarm warning on the Base
Unit will be based on the proximity of the LocaSafe wearer who is the closest to the Base Station. This
situation is demonstrated bin Figure 8.

Figure 8 Near Range Alarm based on the closest LocaSafe wearer
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5 Configuration
All LocaSafe Base Stations are pre‐configured to meet individual customer requirements. Customers can
still use the LocaSafe Configuration App to change the base station settings and fine‐tune the alarm
parameters when required.

5.1 Requirements




Android system version >= 5.01
Bluetooth Low Energy
Location permission is required by this App to enable Bluetooth feature.

5.2 Interface
5.2.1 Start Page
Clicking on the Scan Device button will initialize the searching process, All LocaSafe base station in range
will show up in a list. By clicking a device name in the list, the configuration page of the device will be
displayed.

Figure 9 LocaSafe Configuration App Start Page.
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5.2.2 Network Configuration
Open the Network Configuration menu by clicking on the Network tab. The menu contains the
following fields.
Name
Enable Wi‐Fi

Type
Check box

Username
Password
Data End Point

Text, 0‐255, ASCII
Text, 0‐255, ASCII
Text, 0‐255, ASCII

Save

Description
Enable Wi‐Fi data
upload, configuration
capability on Base
Station
Wi‐Fi Username
Wi‐Fi Password
Locatechs Data Point, do
NOT change it before
consulting Locatechs

Button
Table 1 Fields in the Network Configuration menu.

Figure 10 Network Configuration menu.
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5.2.3 Anti‐collision Configuration
Open the Anti‐collision Configuration menu by click the Anti‐collision tab. The menu is divided into
seven sections: Light Settings, Driver Zone, Tag Settings, Detection Settings, Vehicle Motion Detection,
Anchor ID and Distance Tolerance. All alarm‐related settings can be found in this menu.
 Light Settings
Alarm levels and their corresponding visual signals are defined in this section. This section contains the
following fields.
Name
Distance

Type
Number, 0–20‐meter, 0.5‐
meter step

Pattern

Option: Off, Static, Flash

Color

Option: Red, Blue, Orange,
Yellow, Green
Option: 25%, 50%, 75%,
100%

Brightness

Description
If a LocaSafe safety tag is inside the range of
this setting, the alarm of this type will be
triggered
Alarm light response.
Off: Alarm light turn off
Static: Alarm light turn on
Flash: Alarm light flashing
The Chosen color for this alarm type
Fine tune the brightness of the alarm light

Table 2 Fields in the Light Settings section.

The priority of the alarm follows the rule of Close Range > Middle Range > Far Range > Idle. Idle means
no safety tag detected in any of the alarm ranges. It is recommended NOT to set the distance of a higher
priority range larger than the distance of a lower priority range, such as Near Range 5m and Middle
Range 3m, because in this case the setting of the lower priority range will be ignored.

Figure 11 Light Settings section of the Anti‐collision Configuration menu.
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 Driver Zone
If a driver LocaSafe safety tag is identified as being inside the Driver Zone of a base station, the base
station will not respond to the presence of this tag.
Name
Driver Zone

Type
Number, 0–2‐meter, 0.1‐
meter step

Description
Base station will treat LocaSafe safety tag in
this range as invisible. No alarm will be
triggered, no data will be recorded

Table 3 Field in the Driver Zone section

Figure 12 Driver Zone section of the Anti‐collision Configuration menu.

 Tag Settings
The Tag Settings section defines the alarm/warning type to be given on the pedestrian’s safety tag in
accordance with the alarm range in the Light Settings section.
Name
Icon

Type
Option: Off, Static, Flash

Icon Color

Option: Red, Yellow

Vibration

Option: Off, Burst,
Constant

Enable Tag Buzzer

Checkbox

Description
Off: No Forklift Icon displayed on Safety tag
Static: Forklift Icon illuminated
Flash: Forklift Icon flashes continuously
Possible colors for Forklift Icon displayed on
LocaSafe safety tag
Off: No vibration
Burst: LocaSafe safety tag vibrates three
times when this type of alarm triggered
Continual: Safety Tag vibrates constantly
If checked, the buzzer on the Safety Tag will
beep five times when alarm is triggered

Table 4 Fields in the Tag Settings section.

Figure 13 Tag Settings section of the Anti‐collision Configuration menu.
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 Detection Settings
The global settings for how the base station will response to other base stations, LocaSafe safety tags, or
be detectable by other base stations.
Name
Detectable by another
vehicle

Type
Checkbox

Detect Personal Tag

Checkbox

Detect Vehicle

Checkbox

Description
When unchecked, this base station is
invisible to other base stations (Vehicles).
Useful when you need this base station to
act as a door controller for example. It can
detect approaching an approaching vehicle
and open the door for it but will not trigger
alarm on the vehicle.
When unchecked, this base station will not
respond to any safety tags. Useful when you
want to only detect vehicles.
When unchecked, this base station will not
respond to any base stations. Useful when
you want to only detect LocaSafe safety tag
wearers

Table 5 Fields in the Detection Settings section.

Figure 14 Detection Settings section of the Anti‐collision Configuration menu.

 Vehicle Motion Detection
The Vehicle Motion Detection section defines the sleep mode of the base station. The base station can
be put into sleep mode if the vehicle is not moving for a predefined period, so that no alarm will be
triggered by a stopped vehicle.
Name
Inactive Timer

Type
Number, 0–9 seconds

Sensitivity

Option: Low, Medium,
High

Description
Put base station into sleep mode when no
motion detected in x consecutive seconds
Motion sensor sensitivity

Table 6 Fields in the Vehicle Motion Detection section.
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Figure 15 Vehicle Motion Detection section of the Anti‐collision Configuration menu.

 Anchor ID
Internal ID of this base station. This is pre‐defined by Locatechs and should NOT be changed before
consulting Locatechs. The ID should be unique in the area where the base station is deployed.
Name
Anchor ID

Type
Number, 0–255

Description
Please do not change it before consulting
Locatechs

Table 7 Field in the Anchor ID section.

Figure 16 Anchor ID section of the Anti‐Collision Configuration menu.

 Distance Tolerance
The Distance Tolerance section contains the alarm lock tolerance to enable / disable alarms under
boundary conditions. The tolerance should NOT be changed before consulting Locatechs.
Name
Distance Tolerance

Type
Number, 0–140 CM

Description
Please do not change it before consulting
Locatechs

Table 8 Field in the Distance Tolerance section

Figure 17 Distance Tolerance section of the Anti‐Collision Configuration menu.
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6 Statement
The LocaSafe system (the Product) constitutes a safety aid instrument to reduce the risk of human‐
vehicle and human‐driven vehicle‐vehicle collisions in the working environment. It does not constitute a
personal safety system as it does not interact in any way with any vehicles being operated (for example,
applying the brakes, etc.)
Inherently, the LocaSafe system's effectiveness is subordinate to the operator's actions whenever and
wherever. The purchase and use of the LocaSafe safety tag do not exonerate the Buyer/User from
adopting/implementing any existing health & safety procedures and or regulations appropriate to the
location and nature of the work being carried out. The LocaSafe should be used as an additional (and
optional) safety measure aimed at reducing the risk of (costly and time‐consuming) accidents in the
workplace, not as a substitute for any existing health & safety measures being implemented.
Furthermore, the LocaSafe system works using radio frequency transmissions and, as such, no guarantee
can be given that transmission of signals between a LocaSafe and LocaSafe dock, and vice‐versa, will
remain 100% constant owing to the potential for external interference with the signal, including
magnetic interference, signal obstruction, loss of power, etc.
Locatechs B.V will not be held liable in any way for any direct or indirect damage, of any kind (including
personal injury or property damage) subject to any matter whatsoever experienced by the Buyer/User
or third parties as a result of using any Locatech’s products.
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